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ABSTRACT

The task of this work is to design the guidance system for the missile which would guide the missile accurately to hit the target as directed. Guidance is the main component of the missile system which helps in hitting the target accurately. The missile can be guided by the number of ways which includes by using laser, GPS infrared or radio waves on its way to the target. This paper proposes a model to guide the missile with the help of GPS and INS. This model requires a computer or controller which should be installed in the missile to control the missile flight according to the guidance provided by GPS and INS. The system works by knowing the missile current position and the position of the target. The position of the target is known by using Google maps which is feed in the missile controller before the missile is launched. Missile current position is known by using GPS while the missile current orientation and heading is known by using INS. Missile current position is compared with the target position to calculate the desired heading towards the target, then missile controller auto pilots the missile according to the desired heading towards target to hit the target.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In modern military, a missile is an unmanned guided aircraft which can carry warhead to destroy the target assign to it. The missile has four main components, which are flight system, guidance system, missile engine and the warhead system. Among these four, missile guidance is the most important component because this component is responsible for the missile to accurately hit the target. If there is no guidance system in the missile it will be a very ordinary weapon and has less usage. The missile is a very disastrous weapon, if it is not guided accurately it can done lot of collateral damage. It is an expensive weapon, therefore we have to make sure to hit the desired target by using less in numbers. This can only be done by using good guidance system. The missile can be guided by number of ways for example by using radio waves, infrared, laser and by using GPS and inertial navigation system [1]. Radio waves are used when missile is guided by a human operator or by using radar system. Infrared is used to guide the missile when target emits thermal energy. With the help of infrared thermal energy emit by the target is detected, then missile is guided by following heat produce by the target. Laser guidance works by pointing laser on the target, then missile is guided by following laser beam. GPS and INS guides missile by providing missile current position and orientation, then missile current position is compared with the position of the target to guide the missile.

The model proposed in this paper is based on missile guidance by using GPS and INS. GPS is a navigation system which uses 32 satellite orbiting around the earth to determine the real time position of a body in geographical coordinate system and it is look after by US department of defense [2]. INS is a navigation system which uses inertial measurement unit (IMU) and magnetometer to calculate the orientation of a body i.e. roll, pitch and yaw in body frame of reference [3]. IMU
contains accelerometer and gyroscope sensors which are used for determining proper acceleration and angular rate of respective axis respectively. Magnetometer is a device which is used to obtain current heading of a body [4]. The data of IMU is unstable which is stabilized by using Kalman filter [5]. Kalman filter is an algorithm that observes series measurement of IMU data over time and estimates stable response based on previous and current values. The missile’s current position is determined from GPS while the missile current orientation and heading is obtained from INS. The position of the target is obtained from the Google maps [6] which is compared with the missile current position to calculate the desired heading towards the target. The missile guidance is done according to the desired heading towards the target by adjusting the missile current heading until it is the same as the desired heading towards the target. The missile roll, pitch and yaw are control by using control surfaces i.e. ailerons, elevators and rudders respectively. The missile engine throttling is controlled by using electronic speed controller. When gas engine is used, the servo mechanism is used to control the throttling of the engine by controlling the governor which is responsible for speed controlling of the gas engine where as electrical engine throttling is controlled by using electrical circuits responsible to vary the speed of the electrical engines. The control surfaces mechanism is implemented by using servo motor which is attached with control surfaces with the help of push rods. For implementing GPS inertial guidance of the missile it requires a computer or controller with heavy processing power to be installed in the missile. The paper is organized as follows: section II explains the system model. Section III discusses the working of the system. Finally section IV concludes the paper followed by the key references used in the work results followed by the key references used in this work.

2. SYSTEM MODEL

The work is divided into 3 parts. The first part is to select the target using Google maps and get its coordinates. The second part is the missile GPS (Global Positioning System) inertial guidance system. The third part is the auto piloting of the missile by using GPS inertial guidance. The overall block diagram of the proposed system is illustrated below.
2.1 Target Selection

The first step is to select the target and get its geographical coordinates i.e. latitude and longitude from Google maps [6] as shown in “Fig.-2”. After target selection the target coordinates is fed into missile controller and missile will be launched. Missile after launching will autonomously fly towards target with the help of GPS Inertial guidance and hit the target.
2.2 GPS Inertial Guidance of the Missile

The second step is to guide the missile towards the target by using GPS inertial guidance system. The purpose of this process is to get the missile’s real time current position, orientation and the desired direction towards the target. The current position of the missile with its orientation is calculated with the help of GPS and INS (Inertial Navigation System). In our work, the GPS is used to obtain the current missile position, its speed and other useful information. The working of GPS is illustrated in “Fig.-3”.

![Fig.-3 Working of the GPS system](image)

The working of INS is based on 6 degrees of freedom IMU (Inertial Measurement Unit) containing 3 axis of gyroscope and 3 axis of accelerometer. The response of gyroscope is very fast whereas the response of accelerometer is bit slow, so Kalman filter is used to get stable roll and pitch angles of the missile. Three axis magnetometer provides missile current heading, which is also used as yaw [7]. Magnetometer tilt compensation is done using roll and pitch from IMU. The working of INS is illustrated below.

![Fig.-4 Working of the inertial navigation system](image)
In “Fig.-4”, Kalman filter is used to observe series measurement of roll and pitch calculated from accelerometer and gyroscope over time. After observation Kalman filter estimates stable roll and pitch with fast response based on the current and the previous roll and pitch calculated from accelerometer and gyroscope.

The desired heading towards target \( (H_T) \) is calculated by using missile current position and target position with the help of Haversine formula given below.

\[
H_T = \text{atan2}(\sin(\Delta \lambda) \cdot \cos(\phi_2) \cdot \cos(\phi_1) \cdot \sin(\phi_1) \cdot \cos(\phi_2) \cdot \cos(\Delta \lambda) )
\]

Eq. (1)

Where \( \phi_1 \) and \( \lambda_1 \) are the latitudes and longitude of the missile current position, whereas \( \phi_2 \) and \( \lambda_2 \) are the latitude and longitude of the target position. All the process is done in missile controller. The next and the last step is auto piloting of the missile using GPS Inertial guidance which is explained in section below.

2.3 Auto Piloting

The last step is the auto piloting of the missile by using GPS Inertial guidance. The missile controller pilots the missile according to the desired heading towards the target, provided by the GPS Inertial guidance mechanism, by controlling missile speed, roll, pitch and yaw. Auto pilot controls missile speed using electronic speed controller and missile roll, pitch and yaw by using control surfaces aileron, elevator and rudder respectively. The working of auto piloting of the missile is illustrated in “Fig.-5”.

![Fig.-5 The working of the auto piloting system](image_url)
The control surfaces are connected with servo motors with push rods, so missile controller controls all three control surfaces i.e. aileron, elevator and rudder by using servo motors. Operations of all three controls surfaces are illustrated in “Fig.-6”.

![Fig.-6 Operations of control surfaces, taken from [8]](image)

The missile controller controls the speed of the missile by using electronic speed controller which controls the throttling of the missile engine. Servo motors and electronic speed controller is controlled by using PWM signals illustrated in “Fig.-7”. PWM width from 1 millisecond to 2 millisecond at 50 hertz frequency controls servo position from 0 to 180 degrees of angle and controls 0 to 100 percent throttling of the missile engine.

![Fig.-7 PWM signals of servo and electronic speed controller](image)
3. WORKING OF THE SYSTEM

The research is carried out in order to design a guidance system to guide the missile by using GPS inertial guidance to accurately hit its target. The process starts by selecting a target and then getting its geographical coordinates i.e. latitude and longitude from Google maps to be fed in the missile controller. After target coordinates is fed, the missile is launched vertically then auto piloting of the missile is started after it reaches to a height at which stable auto piloting can be done. The auto piloting of the missile is done by GPS inertial guidance mechanism. The GPS inertial guidance mechanism works by using GPS and inertial navigation system (INS). With the help of GPS receiver, the missile current position, speed and altitude is known. INS calculates the missile’s current orientation and heading by using 6 degree of freedom inertial measurement unit (IMU) and 3 axis magnetometer. The data of the IMU is filtered by using Kalman filter in order to get stable roll and pitch angles of the missile. The current heading of the missile is known by using 3 axis magnetometer which is tilt compensated by using roll and pitch angles of the missile. The missile’s control surfaces are connected with servo motors with push rods, so missile controller controls all three control surfaces i.e. aileron, elevator and rudder by using servo motors. The missile controller controls the speed of the missile by using electronic speed controller which controls the throttling of the missile engine. The missile controller uses PWM signals to control the missile orientation and speed. The missile desired heading towards target is calculated by using the missile current position and position of the target. Auto pilot adjusts missile’s current heading according to the desired heading heading towards target by using rudder and it continuously adjust until the missile current heading is same as the desired heading towards target. During the adjustment of the missile’s heading, the missile should be horizontally stabilize, so the auto pilot stabilize the missile by using elevator and ailerons according to the pitch and roll angles respectively. Once the missile reaches the desired the target position, auto pilot change the missile orientation to vertical by using elevator, in order to hit the target.
4. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

This paper discusses a method for guiding the missile towards its target by using GPS inertial guidance. The advantages of using this technique is that the missile will accurately hit its target which will result in less collateral damage and there will be no need to fire more additional missiles because the desired target can be hit by using few missiles. Once the missile is launched, there will be no need of manual controlling of the missile because the missile controller will control the missile flight towards the target.

This work can be enhanced further by proposing a system that can track the target when it is in motion, because the propose model is for the target in rest. The work can also be enhanced by estimating missile current position by using IMU because GPS has signaling issue and update rate is low.
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